Introduction

The Surrey Union Hunt (SUH) is a company limited by guarantee. We maintain pack of hounds and undergo legal hunting activities during the hunting season. We also run hunt events, fund raisers, competitive events, information sessions and other activities associated with the rural community; and offer a fallen stock service. The SUH and its associated sub committees keep information about its members, staff, farmers, landowners and supporters.

How we collect your information?

We collect your contact information when you complete your application to subscribe to the SUH or join the SUH Supporters Club. When you attend a meet or enter an event run by the SUH, sponsor a class at such an event, or visit such an event. When you volunteer for us at an event. Or when you contact us to access any services, for example fallen stock.

We collect your email address only if you are listed as the secretary of a local Pony or Riding Club on its website; or where you give that information to us directly.

We collect your contact data if you are a land owner or farmer within the SUH country. Or if you run a hunt in neighbouring country. This data is provided by you.

All information is collected from you or is publically available; we do not obtain data from any third party.

What do we do with it?

We use this information to enable you to take part in an event run by SUH; to note your attendance at such an event to ensure that the correct fees are paid; or to enable you to take part in an event run by the SUH. Each event / activity collects data separately and we do not share data between events / activities.

As the data is provided by you; we therefore process this data with your consent. However the data processing is also in line with the legitimate interests of a not for profit organisation in arranging events; notifying interested parties of events etc. Contact on this basis is made for the purposes of providing information on events you may have interest in; or events where you may need to make plans, for example when hunting activity is taking place near you.

We hold your data for the duration of the season, or the event if more time limited. You can contact us to change or delete your data at any time.

Who do we share it with?

The SUH will not sell your data to any third party. You data will not be processed outside the EU. We do however need to share your data as follows:

- Any email contact data for subscribers will be shared through the mail service provider “MailChimp”. Their services are compliant with the GDPR.
- Your Banking data will be shared with your bank to enable us to collect payments from you; or to make payments to you.